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The materials I used to create my artwork are 
colored pencils , sharpie , regular pencil , and a 
piece of paper . i was inspired by myself , 
because i just really love myself , no i'm not the 
type to think EVERYTHING is about me but i have 
noticed that i need to appreciate myself more so i 
decided to make me . There weren't really any 
challenges since i used a ruler but i guess you can 
say it was making straight lines , and that I 
overcame it by using a ruler . What I learned from 
creating this artwork is that if someone can't 
even be honest with themselves how are they going 
to be honest with other people?
What i want people to know about my artwork is 
that anything is possible and to always be honest to 
yourself and others even if it hurts ; remember 
that that is what my artwork is about not just 
some paper with colors on it .   Asia A Team Imani



 For this project the materials I 
used were markers, color 
pencils, crayons, pencils and 
markers.I just remembered how 
much I love sports so I decided 
to put it in the artwork.Doing 
one point perspective for the 
first time was a challenge.I 
learned how to improvise on 
mistakes in artwork.I want 
people to know this is the stuff 
that I like.

  Nathan A. Team Imani



I used paper, pencils, and 
colored pencils. The 
things that I loved 
inspired me to make it. 
That some of the 
makers got a little dried 
up but I used it anyway. I 
learned Hard work pays 
off. That it took a long 
time to make.

Noah H.  Team Imani



Vida Q. Team Imani



I used pens and colored 
pencils. My name inspired me 
to do this artwork.A 
challenge was that at first i 
couldn't draw my name 
correctly so then i looked 
up for a tutorial and my 
name started to come 
together. I learned how to 
draw 3d names. I want 
people to know that this 
artwork was kinda hard but 
i somehow got through it.

Jessica S.  Team Imani

 



A Drowsy Day with a Drowsy

I used a pencil, Black and blue pens 
and eraser. The mood of outside 
and the weather. One challenge was 
making the R look in one-point 
perspective. I overcame it by 
believing in myself and trying my 
best. I learned how to create 
one-point perspective letters..  I 
want you to know that this was a 
new experience but i think you guys 
should know that it was fun.

Marc G.   Team Imani

 



“Kelsi’s One Point Perspective 
of Brightness”

Kelsi C. Team Imani
The materials that I used were a ruler, colored 

markers, and a sketchbook. These materials helped me 
create my wonderful piece of artwork. The thing that 
inspired me to create this artwork was myself. I 
wanted to know how I could improve my artistic skills. 
So this assignment was perfect for that. A challenge 
was being able to draw 3-d letters especially while using 
lines. I overcame this by paying attention to the video 
that Ms. Howard provided with the assignment. I put in 
my best effort into my artwork. I learned that I 
shouldn’t give up on my artwork even if it doesn’t look 
perfect. I should persevere and keep on trying to 
complete the assignment to the best of my ability. It 
took a lot of effort and work to draw. I kept on 
erasing and erasing. I want people to know that I put my 
best effort into this piece of artwork and I hope 
people like it.



The materials I used to create the art were pencils and colored ones.. I just really wanted to make 
something cool out of my name. There really was no challenge. The video was very helpful in so 

many ways though. I learned that I am good at doing 3d letters. I want people to know I tried.                             
Korey J. Team Imani



I used markers, pencils, and 
piece of paper I was inspired 
by my interests. My biggest 
challenge was that my letters 
were not straight. I 
overcame it by just starting 
over and over again. I learned 
that I have specific interests. 
I want people to know that 
they can be creative.

Fraina C.     Team Imani



I used a pencil and paper. A lot of the photos that you showed me. Making it 
perfect was hard. I just tried and did my best. I learned that everything you 
do doesn’t have to be perfect. I want people to know that I tried.

Christel J.
Team Imani



Shiloh V.
Team Imani



Emmanuel S. Team Imani



Mohammed K.    Team Imaini



Beth E.       Team Imani



Isaiah C.   Team Imani



Christopher S.   Team Imani



Galaxy

Ayomide F. 



Optical Illusion

The materials that I used were a black 
Sharpie, a pencil, and a ruler. I always 
wanted to create an optical illusion and 
that inspired me to create this artwork. 
A challenge was trying to shade around 
my hand and I overcame this by putting 
my best effort into my shading. I learned 
that I can create artwork that is good 
and I can draw things in art that I thought 
I couldn’t do. I want people to know that 
my artwork was redrawn at least 2 
times and I tried my best with it. 

Kelsi C.
Team Imani



Demir A.

RIP The Goat



I used paper, pencil, and a sharpie 
marker. I was inspired by the 
Illusions video.. I was challenged  
with this assignment and I 
overcame it by having to restart 
over and over again.. I learned that 
I can overcome any challenges 
that come my way.

 

Noah H.
Team Imani



 

The materials I used to make this 
artwork are a maker , a pencil , a 
napkin , and a ruler . What inspired me 
to make this artwork was a youtube 
video that i watched . i didn't really have 
any trouble doing this , something i have 
learned from making this is that it 
looks hard but it's actually easy . What i 
want people to know is that just 
because something looks hard doesn't 
mean it is.

Ty’Asia A.
Team Imani



My Hand
I used my pencil and a Sharpie 
marker to create this artwork. I was 
inspired by seeing other people’s 
artwork and tried to make mine 
better in my own way. The challenge 
was finding the right shading for my 
drawing. I learned that there is more 
to art then you know and how fun it 
can be. I want people to know how iI 
draw and that it took me 4 tries to  
make this artwork

Christopher S. 
Team Imani
  



Shiloh V.
Team Imani



Hand

I used a ruler,pen, and pencils to 
create my optical illusion hand. My 
teacher inspired me to do this 
artwork. A challenge that I went 
through doing this art piece was 
trying to get the shading right and I 
overcame it by looking at some 
tutorials. I learned how to do illusions a 
lot better. I want people to know that 
I really tried to make this art work 
look nice.

Jessica S.
Team Imani



My Hand

I used a pencil, ruler, and a 
Sharpie marker to create 
my optical illusion hand. I was 
inspired by getting a good 
grade. I learned how to 
work with lines. I want 
people to know that I tried 
my best.

Vida Q.
Team Imani



In this picture This is my hand 
that I have created . It has a lot 
of lines in this picture. But how 
many ever it made with love 
and respect. This symbolizes 
love and respect for others. 
The materials that are used in 
this was pencil. This is one of 
my favorite things to draw and 
I like to do this Since when I 
was 4 years old. The lines 
were a challenge because my 
arm was hurting. Lines are not 
easy at all to do because it’s 
not going to be perfect. II’s 
made with a lot of respect.

Asiyah W.   Team Imani



The Bland Hand

I used a pencil and a page of 
my sketchbook to create this 
artwork. Ms. Howard inspired 
me to make this art. It was a 
challenge making my hand as 
perfect and not ugly. I learned 
tracing your hand is harder 
than you think. I want people to 
know that Ms. Howard is the 
best art teacher.

Korey J.
Team Imani



Emmanuel Kodjo S. 
Team Imani



My Optical Illusion Hand

I used a pencil and a ruler for 
this artwork. I was inspired by 
this kind of artwork since I 
was in 6th grade. The 
challenge was creating the 
lines in order and the shading. I 
learned that optical illusions 
and lines are fun. I want 
people to know that this 
artwork took a lot of 
concentration and patience.

Mohammed K. 
Team Imani



Hand Illusion

I used a blank sheet of paper, 
pencil, colored pencils, and 
crayons. I was inspired by the 
shape of my hand. The challenge 
was drawing my fingers.. I 
learned that optical illusions are 
very hard to draw. I want 
people to know that my art can 
be challenging but really cool.

Ayomide F.
Team Imani



I used a ruler, a pencil and a piece 
of paper. This artwork was 
inspired by Ms. Howard. My lines 
were not straight then I figured it 
looked better with some of the 
lines not straight.  I learned that 
optical illusions can be very hard 
but when you focus and try your 
best they turn out great. I want 
people to know that I tried my 
best and optical illusions are not 
as hard as they seem.

Fraina C.
Team Imani



The Different Illusions

 I used a pencil. What inspired 
me was the way the artist did 
there’s so I wanted to try it 
out myself. The challenge was 
the shading. Inorder to make 
the shading look nice I learned 
that I can just try to draw light 
and dark as much as I can to 
see how I would like it to come 
out. I want people to know that 
the hand means to raise your 
hand and let people hear you.

Alani W.
Team Imani



The Illusion of a Ring

I used shading and a 
pencil to create this 
illusion. I was inspired 
by the original artist of 
this masterpiece. The 
challenge was the 
shading and the exact 
tracing. What I learned 
was not to rush things.

Beth E.  
Team Imani



Christel J. 
Team Imani

I used a pencil and a 
sharpie. It was very 
cool. The challenge 
was to make it 3d. 
But I just did what I 
could do. The 
difficulty was that 
all stars are not the 
same. That it’s 
original.



My Artwork

Demir A.
Team Imani



Wilson A.      Team Imani



Beth E.
Team Imani



3D Hole
n the artwork, I used 
markers and pencil. I 
liked how 3-d holes look 
so I decided to do one. 
Getting the lines straight 
was hard but I kept 
persevering. I learned 
that you can always fix 
mistakes. 

Nathan A. 
Team Imani



    The Colorful Hearts!
The materials I have used were Acrylic 

Paint and regular paint. I also used a 

small paintbrush and a cloth. What 

inspired me to make this artwork was 

my art teacher Ms. Gwen Howard :). A 

challenge I had was the coloring and 

making the fork like blend out on the 

cloth so I did a practice round on 

paper than I thought I was ready to do 

it on a cloth! I overcame this by just 

listening to my teacher. What I learned 

from this artwork was to never give up 

and just try to do your best. anything is 

possible if you believe in yourself and try 

your best :D!

 

   

Beth E.
Team Imani



In this artwork I used watercolor 
paints, white paper, black paint, 
foam paper, cardboard, and a 
fork. I was inspired by the 
different types of cloth designs 
Ms. Howard showcased. I was 
messing up a lot, my lines too 
thick, and my stamps were just a 
mess. I overcame that by sticking 
with what I got and it was better 
than all the other ones. I learned 
that painting is really fun, like 
really fun. It was also very 
relaxing. I want people to know 
that I tried making this as pretty 
as I could but this was the ending 
result.
    

   

Fraina C.
Team Imani



Wilson A.  Team Imani



Isaiah C. 
Team Imani

Element Symbols
I used the website that 

Ms.Howard showed me and used 

the different tools stored in them. 

The assignment allowed me to go 

beyond simple symbols. Instead I 

was able to create elements.A 

challenge for me was making the 

symbols neat. But then I realized 

there was no need to. I learned 

that you can go beyond the extent 

of an assignment when it comes 

to art.I did not try to make my 

work neat or perfect. What I tried 

was to express myself.



Asiyah W.  
Team Imani

Adinkra Cloth Painting 

The materials I used 
ink,,paper, and pencils. 
Ms.. Howard inspired me 
because I really liked her 
artwork.The challenge 
that was getting the lines 
to be straight . I tried 
my best to overcome 
this challenge and it didn’t 
work. You have to make 
sure that your hands 
don't shake. This was not 
easy.

 



Shiloh V.
Team Imani



Adinkra Cloth
Symbols Painted on Fabric

Kelsi C.     Team Imani 



Kelsi C.
Team Imani



The materials that I used were a fork, black 

paint, my watercolors, my stamps, my adinkra 

cloth, a pencil and a ruler. I didn’t wasn’t sure if 

I would paint on my adinkra cloth without 

making a mess but when I didn’t make a spill 

and was creating good artwork, it inspired me 

to create this artwork. A challenge was trying 

to not let the black paint spill on my artwork. I 

overcame this by focusing on my artwork and 

paint over the spill to create great artwork. I 

learned that I could turn a mistake into 

something good from creating this artwork. I 

want people to know that my artwork took a 

while to make and that even when you make a 

mistake on your artwork it could be turned into 

something good.

Kelsi C.
Team Imani



Ayomide F.
Team Imani

I used cardboard, wet paint, 
and scissors to create my 
Adinkra cloth. I was inspired 
by the symbols my art 
teacher showed me.
Cutting the symbols was 
hard but drawing the 
symbols was the real 
challenge. I learned that 
Adinkra cloth symbols can 
mean many things. I want 
people to know that every 
symbol can mean fire water, 
sunset and other things too.



Marc G.
Team Imani

Symbols of Many Colors

I used a painting brush, watercolor 

paint,a cloth,stamps,acrylic black 

paint, a fork and plastic plate. I was 

inspired by the amount of symbols I 

saw from the videos Ms. Howard 

showed. One challenge i had was 

painting with a fork properly which 

led to a lot of mistakes but I 

overcame it by trying until 

perfecting it to the standard that I 

wanted. I learn how to create 

symbols and stamps. I took a lot of 

trial and error and that this was 

made with hard work.



Christel J. 
Team Imani



I used ink, paint, cardboard,, 

Styrofoam, paint, brushes and 

forks. What inspired me to 

make it was myself wanting to 

be finished with my artwork. 

The challenge  I faced was 

getting the symbols on the 

paper perfectly. I've learned to 

keep focused. It took a long 

time for me to make it. 

Noah H.
Team Imani



Jessica S.
Team Imani

“Adinkra Cloth” 

I used watercolor, ink, a fork, 

and stamps. My art teacher 

inspired me to do this artwork. 

A challenge was the fact that I 

couldn't seem to create straight 

lines with the fork on paper and 

I ovecame this obstacle by 

pricating on normal paper. I 

learned how to create many 

different patterns. I want 

people to know that I worked 

hard on this assignment. 



Stick Family

I used pipe cleaners, a spoon and an 
old art project.I just thought about 
sticks and family so this is what I 
made. I was trying to make a head 
but it wouldn’t be a stick figure so I 
made a family of tinman kids. I learn 
sculptures need only a little bit of 
thinking. I spent 2 hours on it and it 
was beautiful.

Korey J. 
Team Imani



I used wires, beads,and 
tops.What inspired me to 
make it was myself. The 
challenge I had was 
connecting  the wires 
together.That always put 
your hardest in your 
work. That its a true 
masterpieces.

Noah H.
Team Imani



Bicycle Wires

I used wires and my imagination 
to create my sculpture. My 
challenge was making the 
wheels. I learned from this to 
be always creative. I want 
people to know that you can 
make anything out of materials 
you see. 

Ayomide F. 
Team Imani



I used a sharpie, beads, 
paper, wire, and a hot glue 
gun. A challenge was that I 
kept getting my fingers 
scratched. I learned how to 
make sculpture. I want 
people to know that I tried. 

Vida Q.
Team Imani

file:///Users/gwenhoward/Download
s/hand_sanitizer%20(1)%20(1).web
m

file:///Users/gwenhoward/Download
s/hand_sanitizer%20(1)%20(1).web
m



“A Funny Creation”
I used the colored wires that I had, my beads, a 
pen, and an orange circular thing. I don’t create 
sculptures often so this was fun to me and that 
helped inspire me to create this artwork. A 
challenge was being able to tie the wires 
together and I overcame this challenge by trying 
my best to tie the wires and by finishing my 
legs, arms, and face to the best of my ability. I 
learned that I could take objects that are 
nothing and turn it into something. I want people 
to know that my artwork was difficult for me 
to create and I want them to know that you 
can make something out of nothing..

Kelsi C.
Team Imani



I used paper and glue. I was 
inspired by the leaning tower of 
bread one of my favorite 
youtubers made so I made one 
out of paper. I didn't what to 
make so I gave up, started 
watching youtube then I saw the 
leaning tower of bread so I did 
that. I learned that making paper 
art is very easy. I want people 
to know that this was a very 
easy thing to make.

 Fraina C.
Team Imani



I used colored paper, glue, and a black 
marker. I didn’t know if I could create a 3D 
figure by myself and this inspired me to 
create this artwork so I could test myself. A 
challenge was being able to fold the paper and 
glue it together so it could stay together. I 
overcame this by pulling the paper together 
and gluing it together and that eventually 
worked and I ended up folding the paper to 
the best of my ability. I learned that I could 
create a 3D figure from creating this 
artwork even when I am having challenges. I 
want people to know that my artwork was 
very difficult for me to create and I tried 
my best to make it look presentable. My 
picture is supposed to represent a ship. Kelsi C.       

Team Imani



“Majestic” 

The materials that I used were paper, 
glue and tape. A challenge was trying to 
create the box and I overcame this 
challenge by me trying to create the 
box over and over. I learned how to 
create many different shapes with 
paper. I want people to know that I 
tried in this artwork. 

Jessica S.
Team Imani



I used paper and glue. I like the 
football team Cowboys and decided 
to make a hat dedicated to them. It 
was the challenge of deciding what I 
am going to make. I learned art and it 
is a very challenging subject for 
some. I had a hard time choosing the 
house or the hat.

Korey J.
Team Imani



N Chain

In this artwork I used paper, 
glue, scissIn this artwork I used 
paper, glue, scissors and tape. I 
was inspired, since I used a 
snowflake design and put them 
all together.I was looking for 
something to make it pop which 
was a challenge, and I decided to 
put the letter N. .I learned that 
glue is very hard to use for 
connecting things together in a 
chain. I want people to know that 
this idea was completely random. 
colors and tape.

Nathan A.
Team Imani



I used paper and glue to 
create it. I was inspired by 
myself because I wanted 
to create a cube.. A 
challenge I had was trying 
to get the sides to stay 
together with the tape. I 
want people to know that 
it was hard as it looks to 
make it.

Noah H.
Team Imani



The Purse and Mic.

The materials I used was 
paper and tape. What 
inspired me to make this 
was Mrs.Howard. The 
challenge I had was cutting 
the heart to the perfect 
size and I overcame it by 
going very slow. What I 
learned from the artwork 
was to never rush things. 

Beth E. 
Team Imani



Paper I

I created this with papers. I 
was inspired by the letter I in 
my first and last name. The 
challenge was cutting the lines 
of the letter I. I learned that 
that making a paper sculpture 
of a letter is not that easy. 
That the letters in my name 
are really great.

Ayomide F. 
Team Imani





:”Angelic Dumbbells”

I used post it notes, regular 
white paper, glue, cut-ups of 
the white paper. My pure 
imagination inspired me to 
create this artwork. The 
gluing part was a challenge and 
i overcame it. I learn to trust 
myself to do art sculptures 
since mines look awesome. My 
work was out of pure 
randomness.

Marc G.
Team Imanit



Cardboard Art

 I used paper, scissors and 
cardboard to create my 
work. All the photos you 
showed me inspired me. A 
challenge was using 
cardboard as art. I learned 
that art can be different 
from others. I want people 
to know that I tried.

Christel J.
Team Imani



John

I used some glue and 
paper to create my 
paper sculpture. I was 
inspired by what was in 
my mind. It is not 
complete. I learned that 
there is more to do. 

Christopher S.
Team Imani



The Mailbox of Art

The materials that I use were 
index cards, glue, paint, and a 
juice box. I don’t know what 
inspired me to do this. I think I 
knew that it was voting time. I 
had trouble trying to put the 
Ayer bottles so I took it off. 
Yes I learned to not give up. You 
have to put hard work into 
things

Asiyah W. 
Team Imani



For this realistic robot of Michael 
Jordan, I used tape, glue, paper, 
markers. Water bottles and a 
container. After the debate over the 
greatest basketball player, I decided to 
put my opinion, Michael Jordan in my 
art, as making a replica figure of 
him.One challenge I had was finding a 
head for my sculpture.I learned that 
making items from recyclables is not 
as hard as it sounds.I want people to 
know that if you don't think you can 
do it, at least try.

Nathan A.
Team Imani



The Cardboard Greeting 

The materials I used were 
cardboard glue and paper will a paint 
brush and a pen. What inspired me 
to make this artwork was Mrs. 
Howard.The challenge I had was 
firing the correct amount for the 
hearts and the rest of the artwork. 
But I made them too big so I cut 
them to the correct amount and 
that’s how I overcame it.What I 
learned from this is the same as 
usually not really anything but I would 
say to focus and you would get 
more things done that way.

Beth E. 
Team Imani



The Thing

I used many materials to put this 
piece together. I used an old 
coronavirus mask. I used a used 
potato chip bag, glue to put 
together the paper, and an old 
and broken charger. I was 
inspired by S=simply the idea of 
how everything would come 
together alone. Things are easy 
when fun. That I wasn’t at all 
thinking when I made it.

Isaiah C.
Team Imani



“The Haunted Robot Girl of Halloween”
The materials that I used were acrylic paints, a cupcake 
holder, tissue paper, cardboard, and paper, a black marker 
and scissors to help me cut. I wasn’t sure if I could make 
another piece of artwork made out of recycled materials 
like I did last year. This inspired me to create this artwork. A 
challenge was being able to cut the cardboard with my 
scissors. I overcame this by ending up being able to cut the 
cardboard and by making sure that the sizes of the 
cardboard were as similar as I could make them and that I 
tried with it. I learned that I could make artwork from 
recycled materials from creating this artwork even if I have 
difficulty. I want people to know that my artwork took a lot 
of time to create because I wasn’t sure of what I was going 
to make yet but then the idea of a girl-looking robot came to 
mind. This robot is supposed to represent a robot of 
halloween that terrorizes children who make fun of her and 
hunts them down on Halloween night. Kelsi C.

Team Imani



The materials I used for this project 
was cardboard , a knife , glue , a ruler 
, and crayons . What inspired me to 
create this art piece was the 
Washington bridge . I was watching tv 
and saw a lot of bridges and I thought 
it would be really easy and cool to 
make . A challenge I had with this 
artwork is the glue it took a while to 
get stuck together like I wanted to so 
it kept falling . I got past it eventually 
by pressing down on the cardboard so 
that the glue can dry and stick . What I 
learned from creating this artwork is 
that if you are really determined to do 
something you will get it down . What I 
want people to know about my 
artwork is that I did it . 

Ty’Asia A.         Team Imani



Ayomide F. 
Team Imani

The Bottle Pyramid

I used empty water bottles. I 
liked the sculpture fish of 
water bottles so much that I 
decided to make a pyramid of 
empty water bottles. the 
challenge I had was finding the 
correct number of water 
bottles but holding them still 
was the most difficult one. I 
found out that a pyramid of 
water bottles isn’t that easy. I 
want people to know that my 
sculpture was really inspiring 
for me.



The Robotic Orange Cyborg

I used a paint brush with blue paint and 
black paint.I used a juice box and plastic 
straws and finally clay. What inspired 
you to me was the cardboard box Ms. 
Howard showed us. The challenge was I I 
couldn’t make my clay stay and i 
overcame it by putting more water 
onto it. I learned that clay is hard to put 
on straws and cant stay on things for 
too long. I want to tell people that this 
was a lot of hard work.

Marc. G.
Team Imani



Among Us

I used cardboard,pipe 
cleaners,paper,glue,boxes,a
nd markers. The thing that 
inspired me was among us 
video games. The challenge 
I faced making it was 
cutting the box. I 
overcame it by just ripping 
it . I want people to know 
that it was it’s not the 
best.

Noah H.
Team Imani



The Bottle Totem

I used bottles I drank from. I just 
like totems. They are symbols like 
trust and some future 
experiences.
It was a challenge to glue it while 
standing up so I had to put it on 
the ground. I learned that art is a 
way of showing a lot of feelings.  
I want them to know I tried many 
ways of doing this but there is 
only one way

Korey J.
Team Imani



Cloud Baby

To make this piece I used a hot 
glue gun, cotton balls, water 
bottle and markers. I chose to 
make this because I just felt like 
making a cloud or something 
fluffy. I learned from the 
artwork how to make 
sculptures with trash.  I want 
people to know that I tried my 
best making this. 

Vida Q.
Team Imani



Infinity Cube 

The materials that I used were sticky 
notes and glue. Youtube inspired me to 
create this artwork. The challenge 
that I had was that I didn’t know how 
to assemble the sticky note cubes 
together so I had to search up 
another tutorial on youtube to 
overcome this challenge. I learned how 
to make infinity cubes from creating 
this artwork. I want other people to 
know that I spent almost 2 hours on 
this project. 

Jessica S.
Team Imani

\



Forks, Bottles, and Drawing

I used the sketch. Io app to create 
this artwork. I want people to know 
that art is amazing.  

Wilson A
Team Imani..



Piggy Bank

I used a plastic bottle, paint, 
and a Knife to make a 
beautiful piggy bank. Well it 
was hard to cut the bottle, 
then I remembered I had to 
be as safe as possible so I 
had my dad help me. I learned 
that you can make anything 
beautiful out of anything ugly 
or useless. I want people to 
know that you should be 
creative because you can 
literally make a piggy bank 
out of 2 or 3 things.

Fraina C.
Team Imani



The Darkside

The materials I used are a 
paintbrush and pencil. I just 
wondered what the darkside 
might look like so I drew it. It was 
a challenge drawing on the 
computer. I learned I should 
maybe do this at home to make it 
look better. I want people to 
learn that I'm not good at drawing 
but I tried.

Korey J
Team Imani



The City With a Pyramid

I used empty water bottles, papers, 
scissors, tape, wires, beads, and 
crayons.I was inspired by my water 
bottle pyramid that I decided to 
create a sculpture of a city with a 
pyramid, an airplane, the sun, a 
house, a bus, a car, and a bike with 
a bell. Making the airplane was really 
hard. I learned that creating an art 
like this is very hard and tiring. I 
want people to see how amazing my 
art is.

Ayomide F.
Team Imani



The New Beginnings

The materials I used were bottle 
caps and paint. What inspired me to 
do this is when I saw that Joe Biden 
won the election. What inspired me 
to do the A underneath it was to 
represent that it was me who did 
the flag. A challenge that I had was 
the paint because it got a bit messy 
I learned to make sure to put gloves 
on if I’m painting or need to use a 
lot of paint. I want people to know 
that a new beginning means that we 
are finally moving forward and not 
backwards. 

.
Alani W.

Team Imani



I used a pencil and a 
paper. Two of my 
classes. Making the 
lines align with each 
other. I learned not all 
art is perfect and 
aligned. I like my 
artwork.

Christel J
Team Imani



Pattern

I used paper,paint,and 
a paintbrush. What 
inspired me to make 
it was myself. One 
challenge I had was 
finding what I wanted 
to do. One thing I 
learned was that 
nothing is perfect. 

Noah H.
Team Imani



I´m A Diva 

I used my coloring book called 
curlies  color too. I used lined 
paper extra gum wrappers 
with note cards  . I was 
inspired by the girls hair .It was 
a challenge to come up with 
this . I learned that it's going to 
take time. I want people to 
know that art is beautiful thing.

Asiyah W.
Team Imani .



Sunset

I used regular paint, medium 
sized brush, a canvas, paper, 
and a pen. My dad and my 
sister inspired me. A challenge 
was blending the colors and I 
overcame it by just trying. 
What I learned was never give 
up and keep going. I want 
people to know to never give 
up and work hard.

Beth E.
Team Imani



Mrs. Howard

I was inspired by the looks 
of my Art teacher, 
Mrs.Howard. One challenge 
was trying to make the 
portrait to look accurate 
and I overcame that by 
trying to get it as 
accurately as possible. I 
learned that I can try and 
that even if I mess up I can 
always improvise. 

Marc G.
Team Imani



Final Project

I used markers of all colors, 
white papers and sharpies. I was 
inspired by a previous project 
called the adinkra cloth. I learned 
that I can try and that even if I 
mess up I can always improvise. 
The challenge was to make my 
drawings look accurate and I 
overcame that by trying to get it 
as accurately as possible. I want 
people to know that this was 
inspired and that it just to honor 
my final quarter in art for the 
7th grade.

Marc G.
Team Imani



Black Beauty
In this artwork I used a pencil, crayons 
and a sheet of paper. I was inspired by 
a lady that does youtube videos on 
drawing for beginners and I really liked 
her artwork so I did one of them. I 
didn’t want to exactly copy her, so I 
put a little twist on it. I had a hard time 
drawing a sunset so instead of that I 
just made a cool rainbow design. I 
learned how to be positive because I 
did put some positive quotes in it. I 
want people to know art is very 
important and yet very fun.

Fraina C.
Team Imani



Styles of the Week

For my art work I used 
pencils, paint paper and 
markers. I didn't really had 
any challenges because I was 
freestyling, I want people to 
know the I tried my best 
with my art work.

Vida Q.
Team Imani



“BLM’s New 
Colors and Voices”

I used a black sharpie, a pencil, colored 
markers and my sketch book. I wanted to 
create an artwork that supported BLM 
and stood up for them and this inspired 
me to create this artwork. A challenge 
with creating this artwork was drawing all 
of the circles in the artwork to 
represent the crowd. I overcame this by 
finishing to draw the circles and to 
persevere with my artwork. I learned that 
different kinds of artwork are created 
to support social issues and that is what I 
represented with my BLM artwork. I want 
people to know that my artwork took 
more than one day to create and I had to 
recreate my artwork so it could look 
more presentable.

Kelsi C.
Team Imani



“ Multiverse” 
I used pencil, pen,, and black paint to create this artwork. The anime, “ haikyuu” and “ Hunter x 
Hunter,“ inspired me to create these artworks. I didn’t have a challenge while creating these . I 
learned how to paint little creases from these artworks.  I want people to know that all these 
paintings took me about 4 hours all together. 

Jessica S.
Team Imani



BLM Fist

I used white paper, paint brushes, 
paint of course brown and black, and 
pencil. What inspired me is the black 
lives matter movement. A challenge 
was painting without the paint getting 
everywhere and so I had to be neat. I 
learned hard work makes good 
artwork.

Isaiah C.
Team Imani



 Splattered Abstract
For this painting, I used long paper, tape to put the paper together, and paint.I like abstract 
art, so I was excited to do this project. One challenge I had was deciding when I was doing 
too much with the paint and stopping. I learned that truly anything can be art. I want people 
to know that art is really fun and can help you keep a healthy mindset. 

Nathan A.
Team Imani



“Thank You”
Shiloh V.


